Cloud Collaboration Assessment
Overview
Business objectives driving cloud collaboration include lower total cost of ownership, speed to
market, business scalability and providing a flexible work environment. The challenges for IT
Managers are enabling innovation, greater flexibility and lesser operational overheads.
Transitioning to cloud creates many challenges across the entire business including integration of
existing applications, security and managing budgets. Strategic planning and a migration plan are
critical to the success of any transition.
The Voyager Cloud Collaboration Assessment Service has been developed to help organisations
understand the implications and drivers in moving from on-premise to cloud or hybrid solutions. A
cloud strategy is developed that identifies the necessary architecture, deployment models and tools
required to create a collaboration platform to meet business, financial and IT objectives.
The cloud collaboration service comprises of three areas: Discovery Workshop, Readiness Assessment
and Recommendations Report.

Discovery
The Discovery Workshop will review four key areas:
•
•
•
•

Technology: identify which applications and infrastructure are required to realise benefits of
migration
Process: evaluate workflows and operations to assess how they will be impacted
People: identify how a cloud service can be deployed and supported during and after migration
Financial: provide guidelines on the financial costs of a migration plan and the impact on capital
and operational expenditure budgets.

Voyager Collaboration Consultants will attend site to meet with key stakeholders to gain an
understanding of business requirements and challenges, existing communications infrastructure,
processes and procedures.

Assessment
Once the Discovery Workshop has been completed the information gathered will be analysed and a
GAP analysis report produced aligning business objectives with currently deployed technologies and
recommending enhancements or changes. The assessment will also consider solution design, migration
strategy and deployment roadmap to be included in the Recommendations Report.

Recommendations
Recommendations will be outlined in a budgetary report outlining proposed solutions for cloud
collaboration migration along with a deployment and support roadmap.

Benefits
•
•
•

Understanding of how current systems can be enhanced to support collaboration services to
meet business needs
Recommend roadmap to support business changes including new methods of agile working.
Explore methods to reduce costs whilst reducing complexity by reviewing On-premise, Hybrid
and Cloud strategies

About Voyager
Voyager has been delivering integrated solutions to UK businesses for several years. Critical to success is
a partner that can deliver network infrastructure and collaborative communication solutions that not
only improve services across multi channels of communication but also demonstrate a greater return on
technology investment.
With reference sites across the UK it can demonstrate how this can be achieved using market leading
technologies coupled with its design, implementation and support skills. Adopting a flexible approach,
solutions can be delivered on-premise or cloud-based and backed with support only or a complete
managed service contract.
For further information visit our website at www.voyager.net.uk

